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SUMMARY

Adult murine neural stem cells (NSCs) generate neurons in drastically declining numbers with age. How
cellular dynamics sustain neurogenesis and how
alterations with age may result in this decline are unresolved issues. We therefore clonally traced NSC
lineages using confetti reporters in young and
middle-aged adult mice. To understand the underlying mechanisms, we derived mathematical models
that explain observed clonal cell type abundances.
The best models consistently show self-renewal of
transit-amplifying progenitors and rapid neuroblast
cell cycle exit. In middle-aged mice, we identified
an increased probability of asymmetric stem cell
divisions at the expense of symmetric differentiation,
accompanied by an extended persistence of quiescence between activation phases. Our model explains existing longitudinal population data and identifies particular cellular properties underlying adult
NSC homeostasis and the aging of this stem cell
compartment.
INTRODUCTION
Many adult mammalian somatic tissues are maintained by resident stem and progenitor cell populations and show steep
age-dependent functional decline, which positively correlates
with reduced cellular turnover (López-Otı́n et al., 2013). In
mice, the generation of new olfactory bulb (OB) interneurons is
sustained by subependymal zone (SEZ) adult neural stem cells
(NSCs), whose output substantially decreases during aging

(Bouab et al., 2011; Mobley et al., 2013; Molofsky et al., 2006;
Piccin et al., 2014). Declining neurogenesis has been associated
with changes in local or systemic expression of (or responsiveness to) several factors (Chaker et al., 2015; Daynac et al.,
2014; Enwere et al., 2004; Katsimpardi et al., 2014; Lupo et al.,
2018; Tropepe et al., 1997). Strikingly, it is still unclear whether
the proliferation of NSCs and the migration, differentiation, and
survival of their progeny are affected by age in vivo. The abundance and proliferative activity of NSCs has been reported as
decreasing with age (Enwere et al., 2004) or as being mostly
unaffected (Daynac et al., 2014; Tropepe et al., 1997). Different
assays employed to evaluate NSC abundance and properties
could cause such conflicting interpretations. These comprise
in vitro assays of cellular behaviors (e.g., neurosphere-forming
ability or growth as adherent cultures) known to be significantly
affected by exposure to commonly employed mitogens (Codega
et al., 2014; Costa et al., 2011) and short-term ex vivo analyses of
purified cell types (Codega et al., 2014). In vivo analyses without
clonal lineage tracing (Petreanu and Alvarez-Buylla, 2002) allow
for population dynamics snapshots but are limited in the amount
of information they can provide on the progeny of single stem
cells.
To overcome these limitations, we recently employed in vivo
clonal lineage tracing to quantitatively describe general features
of NSC activity in the SEZ of adult mice at the age of 2 or 3 months
(from now on called ‘‘young’’ mice; Calzolari et al., 2015). Our observations support a model of adult OB neurogenesis whereby
serial activation of dormant NSCs, followed by a phase of intense
neuronal production, is often terminated by NSC exhaustion
within a few weeks. Although we posited that this process would
gradually erode the dormant NSC pool, explaining the age-associated decline in neurogenic activity, it remained unclear whether
and to which extent changes in proliferation and differentiation
during lineage progression play a role.
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RESULTS
In Vivo Clonal Lineage Tracing
To tackle this issue, we performed an in vivo clonal lineage tracing
analysis of adult murine OB neurogenesis at 12–14 months of
age (from now on called ‘‘aged’’ mice). At this age, neurogenesis
is already markedly (3- to 4-fold) decreased compared to young
adult mice, as reflected by the abundance of immature NSC
progeny (Luo et al., 2006) and overall new OB neuron production
(Bouab et al., 2011; Molofsky et al., 2006), thus providing a relevant system. We performed in vivo clonal lineage tracing using
double hemizygous GLASTCreERT2:Confetti transgenic mice
(Mori and Tanaka, 2006; Ninkovic et al., 2007), in which NSCs
were clonally labeled with a single low dose of tamoxifen (see
STAR Methods for details). We chose to analyze clones 21 or
56 days post-labeling (dpl) (Figure 1A) based on our previous
observations in young adult mice (analyzed at 7, 21, 35, and 56
dpl; Figure 1A), which had revealed a clear shift in clonal composition across this time window, from immature clones often still
containing progenitors at earlier time points to clones composed
mostly of mature neurons at 56 dpl (Calzolari et al., 2015).
We identified clonal components based on a combination of
marker expression, localization, and cell morphology (Figure 1B)
in 46 clones from young mice (reported on in Calzolari et al., 2015)
and 21 clones from aged mice, in total counting 2,336 single
cells. To our surprise, clone size (Figure 1C) and spatial organization (Figure 1D) did not differ between young and aged mice.
Similarly to young animals, clones traced in aged mice showed
rapid growth, comprising up to 110 cells already at 21 dpl (Figure 1A). The size, composition, and distribution of clusters
consisting of transit-amplifying progenitors (TAPs) and neuroblasts (NBs) in the aged SEZ and proximal rostral migratory
stream (RMS) suggested multiple doublings as the basis for
lineage amplification (Figure 1E), followed by coherent migration
of related NBs (Figures 1F, 1G, and S1A). These observations are

similar to the ones in young animals obtained via in vitro (Costa
et al., 2011) and in vivo clonal- (Calzolari et al., 2015) and population-level analyses (Ponti et al., 2013). Moreover, already at
21 dpl, the overall spatial distribution of TAPs, NBs, and neurons was compatible with multiple rounds of NSC activation,
resulting in the production of bouts of progeny then coherently
undergoing maturation and migration (Figure 1G), similar to
observations in young animals (Calzolari et al., 2015). Overall
clonal maturation dynamics also resembled those observed in
young mice; by 21 dpl, most clones comprised either only
progenitor cells (TAPs and NBs) or progenitors and neurons,
with only a minority of clones (2/10) consisting of neurons
only (Figure 1A). Eight weeks after labeling (56 dpl), the proportion
of clones comprising only neurons had increased (4/11), albeit
much less than in young animals, where 7 out of 12 clones
consist of only neurons (Figure 1A). These clones were rarely
found in association (i.e., in the same hemisphere) with a radial
astrocyte (Figure 1H), suggestive of NSC exhaustion being
the major mechanism of termination of NSC-derived OB neurogenesis, like in the young SEZ (Calzolari et al., 2015). Finally,
the inter- and intra-clonal diversity and distribution of mature neurons in the OB also indicated consistency with the principles
deduced from observations in young animals (Calzolari et al.,
2015; Merkle et al., 2014), with mostly subtype-biased, restricted
clonal neurogenic activity (Figures 1I, 1J, and S1B–S1F). These
observations revealed that individual NSC clones active in the
aged SEZ show no signs of grossly impaired neurogenic activity.
This raised the possibility that subtle changes in clonal dynamics
may contribute to the known decline in overall neurogenic output
from the aged SEZ.
A Stochastic Population Model of Adult Neurogenesis
In order to define quantitative aspects of neurogenic lineage progression and to compare competing hypotheses of clonal dynamics, we mathematically modeled adult neurogenesis at

Figure 1. In Vivo Clonal Measurements of NSCs in the SEZ of Young and Aged Mice
(A) Experimental design. The clonal progeny of a single labeled NSC is observed at one of four different time points (7, 21, 35, and 56 days post-labeling [dpl]) in
young and aged mice. The progeny is classified into four cell types: NSC; transit-amplifying progenitor (TAP); neuroblast (NB); and neuron (N), of which, however,
only the latter three are reported in the pie charts, indicating the number and composition of clones observed at each time point.
(B) Examples of cells at distinct stages of neurogenic lineage progression, as labeled in GlastCreERt2-Confetti mice. Markers were used to positively identify cell
states via GFAP (NSCs) and Dcx (NBs) expression. TAPs and Ns were defined by a combination of lack of marker expression, localization, and morphology. The
proliferation marker Ki67 is shown to confirm the TAP identity of SEZ-localized Dcx-negative cells but was not regularly used to identify cells. Dashed line
highlights the LV border. Scale bars 20 mm.
(C) Average clone sizes at 21 and 56 dpl for young and aged mice. We show mean ± SEM (n = 14 and 12 in young and n = 12 and 11 in aged mice, respectively).
(D) Clonal average percentage of SEZ-encompassing sagittal sections comprising TAPs or NBs, revealing broader distribution for NBs than TAPs, a feature not
affected by age. Error bars represent SEM.
(E) Average size of cell clusters of the indicated compositions, as found in the SEZ and proximal RMS of young and aged mice. Error bars represent SEM.
(F) Example of subclonal expansion, showing clone components (Confetti reporter, green) distributed across three consecutive SEZ sections in a 1-year-old
brain. Insets to the right focus on the most posterolateral section, where a single GFAP-positive cell is surrounded by clonally related cells (max-intensity
projection of a reduced number of optical sections to better highlight Confetti/GFAP colocalization). Yellow arrowheads point to GFAP signal in the soma and
radial process. Dashed curves indicate SEZ borders; dashed box highlights the inset. LV, lateral ventricle. Scale bars 20 mm.
(G) Five exemplary aged clones showing numbers of cells per cell stage (color code) along the rostral migratory stream (RMS) SEZ-to-OB axis, based on binning
as indicated in the scheme at the bottom of the panel, depicting a partial sagittal mouse brain section. RMS is subdivided in proximal (Prox), descending horizontal limbs (D/H), and RMS-OB (OB). Ocra OB refers to OB locations external to the RMS-OB. Individual clones were sampled at 21, 21, 56, 56, and 21 dpl, from
the top.
(H) Percentage of clones, either comprising both progenitors and neurons (TAP, NB, N) or only neurons (N), for which a radial astrocyte sharing the clone’s Confetti
label could be found in the ipsilateral SEZ. Importantly, this does not imply physical association between radial astrocyte and differentiating cells.
(I) Percentage of clones comprising the indicated OB neuronal subtypes, for both young and aged mice. Data for young mice are from Calzolari et al. (2015).
(J) Normalized position of all neurons found in aged mice, subdivided by clone, with number of neurons per clone indicated above the graph.
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young and middle ages with a stochastic population model (see
STAR Methods for details) using our clonal data and a limited set
of published population-level data, as previously done for other
systems (Chabab et al., 2016; Flossdorf et al., 2015; Yang
et al., 2015).
Murine NSCs interconvert between actively proliferating, progeny-producing, and temporarily quiescent states (Basak et al.,
2012, 2018; Costa et al., 2011; Giachino et al., 2014). Dormancy
is a recognized feature of the majority of (young adult) NSCs (Urbán et al., 2016), possibly since late embryonic times (Falk et al.,
2017; Fuentealba et al., 2015; Furutachi et al., 2015). We thus
modeled the adult neurogenic lineage as comprising three NSC
states (fully ‘‘dormant’’ [dS], ‘‘quiescent’’ [qS], and ‘‘active,’’ proliferating [aS]), transit-amplifying progenitors (TAPs), proliferating
(NB I) and non-proliferating (NB II/III) neuroblasts, and neurons
(N) (see Figure 2A and STAR Methods for details on model construction). We relied on published data only to fix the dormant
NSC activation rate and to constrain the (in)activation rates for
the remaining NSC states (Figure S2A), respectively (Shook
et al., 2012). By defining activation and inactivation, proliferation,
migration rates, the proportion of initially labeled stem cells as
dS, qS, or aS, and the proportion of surviving NBs as unknown parameters, we set up stochastic reaction rate equations that model
clonal dynamics. For each of the three proliferating states (aS,
TAP, and NB I), we allowed for four different division modes: asymmetric (A); symmetric (S); constrained (C), where the proportion of
symmetric and asymmetric divisions is regulated by a single
parameter pd; and unconstrained (U), where any combination of
asymmetric division, self-renewal, and symmetric differentiation
probabilities is allowed (see Figures 2A–2C and STAR Methods
for details). We here define an asymmetric division as a cell division
followed by the transition of only one daughter cell to the next
stage in our model (Figures 2A and 2B) before it possibly divides
again. The other daughter cell initially persists in the ‘‘parental’’
cell state, to later divide again or undergo transitions as allowed
by the model (e.g., in the case of an aS, to return to a quiescent
qS state). It should be noted that, although our model directly couples certain cell state transitions to cell division (Figure 2B), some
of these cell fate choices may in reality also happen sometime after
the cell has divided. Our approach allows exploration of a very
diverse set of proliferative behaviors. Combining the four different
division modes across three proliferative compartments results in
43 = 64 different possible models (Figure 2C) with a varying number
of parameters and complexity. Unknown model parameters were
estimated for each model separately by fitting means, variances,
and covariances of modeled TAPs, NBs, and Ns to the respective
moments of the measured clonal compositions (exemplarily
shown in Figure S2B) using maximum-likelihood estimation
(Buchholz et al., 2013). Parameter boundaries and constraints
were carefully chosen in accordance with prior knowledge (see
STAR Methods and Table S2). The 64 different models were
compared according to the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC),
a score that ranks models based on both their complexity and their
ability to explain the observed data (Figure 2D). The five best performing models (Figure 2D) indicate that changes in the division
mode of active NSCs are required to explain the observed clonal
dynamics. Although in young mice symmetric stem cell divisions
(allowed by S, C, and U division modes) are required, asymmetric
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(A) stem cell divisions (the simplest division mode with only one
parameter) suffice to explain clonal measurements in aged mice
(Figure 2D; Table S3) in the top five models.
However, comparison of the best-ranking models did not
reveal any model that clearly outperforms the others. Instead,
differences in the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) values
for the top ten models describing clonal dynamics at 2 and
14 months were below 4 (Figure 2E), which are not considered
decisive (Kass and Raftery, 1995). Therefore, we derived
average models for young and aged mice by weighting the
resulting parameter estimates with the posterior probability of
the model (BIC weight; see STAR Methods and Figure 2F) to
yield robust predictions.
Based on the weighted average proportion of symmetric selfrenewal, symmetric differentiation, and asymmetric division (Figure 2G), we still find that asymmetric stem cell divisions are more
prevalent in aged compared to young mice (80.6% ± 5.8%
versus 64.0% ± 6.5% in young mice; mean ± SEM of weighted
posterior probabilities), and symmetric differentiation decreases
from 30.4% ± 5.0% in young mice to 15.9% ± 4.7% in aged
mice. This result still holds if we only consider the data points
at 21 and 56 dpl for young mice, highlighting its robustness (Figure S2D). Our models also identify a high, age-independent percentage of symmetric self-renewal of TAPs (25.9% ± 2.9% in
young; 18.2% ± 2.7% in aged mice) and rapid differentiation of
NBs, two properties that are consistent with existing knowledge
about these cell types (Ponti et al., 2013). Interestingly, aging
seems to specifically affect NSC behavior, but at several levels,
as we also observe a substantial decrease in the transition rates
between active and quiescent NSCs, such that both activation
and inactivation occur less frequently in aged mice (Figure 2H).
Model Validation
To evaluate the average model for young mice, we compared its
predictions to independent population-level data (Shook et al.,
2012) on the temporal evolution of cell type abundances during
aging. We observed a very good agreement between model
and measurements for TAPs and NBs (Figure 3A), which suggests that our clonal labeling approach was not biased toward
a functionally distinct subset of NSCs. An adaptation of the
average parameters from young to aged mice (using Hill kinetics;
see STAR Methods for details and Figure S3) to explicitly
consider a temporal shift in NSC behavior leads to an agedependent model that describes the decrease of TAPs and
NBs similarly well (Figure 3A). For further validation, we
compared measured clone size (Figure 3B) and cell type composition (Figure 3C) with our model and found very good agreement. Lastly, we tested whether our model can explain the
observed change in the fraction of neuron-only clones with age
(see Figures 1A and 3D). We found that our young and aged
models correctly describe the shift toward less neuron-only
clones with age and reject the hypothesis that the observed percentage of neuron-only clones in aged animals (4/11 = 36%) can
be explained by the young model with a p value of 0.015.
Overall, these validation steps suggest that our model reliably
captures quantitative aspects of adult OB neurogenesis. We
thus employed it to explore quantitative aspects of adult neurogenic lineage progression.
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Figure 2. A Population Model Fits Clonal Data with Increased Asymmetric Stem Cell Divisions and Longer Activation and Inactivation Times
in Aged Mice
(A) Adult neurogenesis model: the pool of dormant stem cells (dS) is depleted over time. Cells can then be activated and inactivated by switching between the
quiescent (qS) and active (aS) state. Active stem cells (aS), transit-amplifying progenitors (TAPs), and neuroblasts of type I (NB I) divide. Neuroblasts of type II (NB
II) no longer divide and migrate along the SEZ to the olfactory bulb, where they eventually become neuroblasts of type III, which are either depleted via cell death
or become neurons (N).
(B) Division modes for dividing cell types: asymmetric divisions (A) give rise to a daughter cell of the same type and a daughter cell of the subsequent type,
symmetric divisions (S) produce two daughters of the same cell type, constrained divisions (C) assume independent differentiation between sister cells, and the
unconstrained division (U) is the most flexible mode. The number of model parameters increases from left to right with equal model complexity for modes S and C.
(C) Combinations of the four division modes for dividing aS, TAP, and NB I lead to 64 different models.
(D) The 64 different models are fitted separately to the clonal data from young and aged mice and compared via the Bayesian information criterion (BIC).
Asymmetric stem cell divisions are prevalent in the top five models for aged mice.
(E) BIC differences for all 64 models to the best model for young (solid line) and aged (dashed line) mice.
(F) Estimated posterior model probability (BIC weight) for young (solid line) and aged (dashed line) mice indicate that the top ten models dominate.
(G) Division probabilities calculated from all 64 models as a weighted average according to their BIC weights for young (light gray) and aged (dark gray) mice show
strong TAP self-renewal (top), rapid NB differentiation (middle), and increased asymmetric stem cell divisions in aged mice (bottom). Error bars indicate ± SE of
the weighted mean (SEMw).
(H) Weighted boxplots show the decrease with age in the weighted probability distribution for log-transformed (in)activation rates resulting from 64 models for
young (left) and aged (right). Boxes depict the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd quartiles. Horizontal lines at top and bottom represent parameter boundaries, which were carefully
chosen according to biological plausibility (see Table S2).

Model-Based Predictions of Lineage Progression
To investigate the impact of the identified changes during aging
at the clonal level, we generated single-cell genealogies from the
young and aged model (see STAR Methods for details). Specif-

ically, we simulated 1,000 clones for young and aged mice
(see Figure 4A for five exemplary genealogies) using the inferred
weighted average parameters (Figures 2G, 2H, and S2C) and
calculated genealogical metrics (Figure 4B) to compare (sub)
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Figure 3. Clonal and Population Level Data Validate Weighted Average Models
(A) Predicted TAP and NB cell numbers of age-dependent and age-independent (solid and dashed lines) weighted average models agree with population data
from Daynac et al. (2016); (mean ± 2 SD; n R 4 per time point). Initial conditions are set to earliest observed measurement of the respective cell type. Models
include halfway migration of neuroblasts to be consistent with the population study data, which are the number of cells obtained after dissociating the lateral wall
of the lateral ventricles, thus accessing only a portion of the whole NB population. Stem cell numbers (gray dots with error bars) were used to constrain (in)
activation rate parameters (Figure S2A).
(B) Clone size in average models (solid lines) agree with observed cell numbers (small gray dots) and their mean (large black dots). Model variability is calculated
from 500 SSA simulations (gray shaded area; ±2 SD errors).
(C) Average models accurately predict cell fractions over time.
(D) Average models correctly predict the decline of neuron-only clones with age. Number of neuron-only clones calculated from model simulations (gray distribution plot) compared to observed values (black dots) is shown.

clonal dynamics during aging. We define a subclone as that part
of a clone that emerges from a recently activated NSC and is
separated from the rest of the clone by a phase of quiescence
(see Figure 4B). We found that the inferred age-related changes
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in NSC behavior impacted simulated clonal dynamics at two
levels: the increased probability of asymmetric aS divisions,
which occurs at the expense of symmetric differentiation divisions (Figure 2G), prolongs the aS expansion phase of subclones

A

B

C

Figure 4. Lineage Tree Simulations Predict Longer Quiescent and aS Expansion Phases in Aged Mice
(A) Five exemplary simulated lineage trees from the young (left) and aged (right) model. Pie charts indicate clone size and composition (number of TAPs, NBs, and
Ns) at the experimental time points to allow a comparison with the experimental data shown in Figure 1A.
(B) Definition of genealogical metrics.
(C) Predicted differences between young and aged neurogenesis calculated from 1,000 simulated lineage trees from the average young and aged model.
Medians are shown as a black line.
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but is thwarted by the lowered NSC activation and inactivation
rates, which result in increased NSC quiescence and the less
frequent generation of subclones (Figure 4C). Interestingly, the
subclone size is only slightly increased with age, as the increased
aS expansion phase is counterbalanced by the reduction in the
number of TAP divisions (Figures 4A and 4C). It is thus tempting
to speculate that the inferred ‘‘pro-neurogenic’’ (i.e., NSC
exhaustion-delaying) changes in these parameters may reflect
a mechanism to compensate for age-associated neurogenesis-depleting processes. Increasing the probability of asymmetric aS divisions and extending the phase of NSC quiescence
both reduce the rate at which the NSC population erodes by extending the time between the initial qS activation and the eventual exhaustion of active lineages. Clearly, though, these same
processes also dampen the clonal output, suggesting that a
trade-off between competing pressures may be shaping the
temporal profile of adult neurogenesis.
DISCUSSION
According to our analysis, the observed decline in neuronal
output is mainly influenced by the depletion of the dormant
NSC pool but also by changes in the frequency and mode of
NSC divisions. Specifically, clonal data, modeling, and validation
steps provide evidence for asymmetry and quiescence being
core and age-modulated features of adult NSC behavior. Interestingly, in vivo imaging of adult NSCs in the hippocampal dentate gyrus recently provided direct evidence for asymmetric
adult NSC divisions (Pilz et al., 2018), and the interconversion between actively proliferating and quiescent NSC states is well
appreciated (Basak et al., 2012; Giachino et al., 2014).
A recent report addressing NSC behavior in the juvenile and
young adult mouse SEZ came, however, to strikingly different
conclusions from the ones we reached (Obernier et al., 2018).
Obernier and colleagues performed in vivo clonal lineage tracing
of active NSCs, with a limited focus on their immediate progeny
(i.e., TAPs), observing almost exclusively clones consisting of
either small numbers of radial astrocytes or clusters of
GFAP/Ascl1+ cells. The relative abundance of such clusters
(20%–30% and 70%–80%, respectively) was suggested to
reflect the probabilities of symmetric self-renewing and differentiative NSC divisions. Importantly, our own data support the view
that radial astrocyte-like cells in physical association with TAP
clusters are a rare observation, and this co-occurrence in any
case would not necessarily imply asymmetric NSC divisions.
However, several considerations and lines of evidence provide
support for the scenario we put forward: (1) a significant proportion of actively dividing NSCs has been shown to be Ascl1+ in all
main adult neurogenic populations (Kim et al., 2011; Ponti et al.,
2013; Urbán et al., 2016) and (2) GFAP expression is absent from
at least some actively proliferating SEZ NSCs (Giachino et al.,
2014), indicating that commonly employed sets of markers can
be critically ambiguous at this specific lineage transition phase.
This issue clearly also applies to the identification approach we
took, which, however, is much more robust to individual misclassification events, because it relies on means and (co)variances of
cell numbers rather than on binary cluster classifications (see
Figures S2D and S2E and STAR Methods for details). Impor-
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tantly, the NSC division mode proposed by Obernier et al. failed
to explain the authors’ own data describing the age-related
decline in adult neurogenesis, compelling the authors to introduce a modified model. This requires so-called B2 astrocytes
(also referred to in the literature as ‘‘niche astrocytes’’; Chaker
et al., 2015) to en masse behave as symmetrically dividing and
committedly neurogenic NSCs, properties for which there is no
evidence. Interestingly, although our modeling results lend only
relatively weak support to strictly symmetric models (ranked
only as 10th best model and worse in young; 18th and worse
in aged mice), the corresponding NSC division probabilities
intriguingly match those suggested by Obernier and colleagues
(see red highlights in Table S3). To reconcile the currently
discrepant views of NSC behavior, we suggest the existence
of transient, morphologically TAP-like active NSCs (i.e., unipolar,
clonally clustered, and located in subventricular positions), possessing the ability to regain a typical NSC morphology and return
to quiescence. Although evidence for the existence of such cell
stage is currently lacking, existing or novel tools may allow
testing this prediction.
In conclusion, we have performed the first in vivo clonal analysis of neural stem cell behavior in aged mammals and mathematically modeled adult neurogenesis to define quantitative aspects of lineage transition in young and aged mice. Despite only
minor differences between the two clonal datasets, our model
fits the observed data and unveils changes in a restricted set
of key parameters. These parameters lead to relatively subtle alterations in clonal dynamics, which, however, explain the
observed stronger tendency of young animals to produce
mature clones and are in agreement with the drastic population-level age-related decline in adult OB neurogenesis.
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Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Carsten
Marr (carsten.marr@helmholtz-muenchen.de).
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Animal handling, breeding and Tamoxifen administration scheme
Mice were housed and handled in accordance with German and European guidelines for the use of animals for research purposes,
and experiments were approved by the institutional animal care committee and the government of Upper Bavaria. Mice were
housed under standard lighting and temperature control conditions, fed ad libitum, in IVC cages provided with carton shelters
and Aspen shavings. Both young and aging individuals were maintained in social contact for the whole time preceding labeling;
if other experimentally valuable animals were compatible (e.g., littermates, extraneous females) and for as long as social interactions allowed it. Dams were provided with tissues as nesting material. Both males and female adult mice were used for our
analyses.
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Mouse lines
To conditionally label neural stem cells (NSCs), we used GLASTCreERT2, crossed to R26R-Confetti mice, in which a single copy of a
Brainbow cassette was inserted into the ubiquitously expressed Rosa locus. Tamoxifen-induced Cre activity theoretically results in
the random expression of one of four possible fluorescent protein?encoding reporter genes (RFP, YFP, CFP, GFP). However, at low
induction doses we could observe the expression of only three reporters. Antibody-based staining allows a clear distinction of all the
reporters, based on their distinct intracellular distribution (membrane-tagged CFP, diffuse YFP) or antigenic properties (GFP spectral
variants as opposed to RFP).
METHOD DETAILS
1. Experimental methods
1.1 In vivo clonal lineage tracing and analysis
In vivo clonal labeling of adult NSCs and tracing of their progeny was performed as previously described by (Calzolari et al., 2015).
Briefly, a single dose (10 mg per g of body weight) of Tamoxifen (Sigma-Aldrich, T5648-SG), dissolved in corn oil (Sigma-Aldrich,
08267) to a final concentration of 1mg/ml, was administered intra peritoneal/peritoneum to double hemizygous GLASTCreERT2:Confetti transgenic mice of 12-14 months of age, of both sexes.
Animals were sacrificed at 21 or 56 days post-labeling (dpl) and were transcardially perfused with a cold solution of 4% paraformaldehyde (wt/vol) dissolved in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). The dissected brains were postfixed in 4% cold paraformaldehyde
for additional 4 hours at 4 C and cut at a thickness of 80 mm at the microtome (Microtome, HM 650 V). Olfactory bulbs were cut coronally until approximately the elbow of the rostral migratory stream, while more caudally sectioning was performed along sagittal
planes. Sections were sequentially collected and, after staining, mounted according to their cutting order. All sections from the hemisphere were analyzed for the expression of the reporter proteins.
The following primary antibodies were used for immunohisto fluorescent stainings: chicken anti-GFP (1:1,000, Aves
Lab, GFP-1020), rabbit anti-RFP (1:1,500, Rockland, 600-401-379), mouse IgG1 anti-GFAP (1:500, Sigma-Aldrich, G3893),
guinea pig anti-Doublecortin (1:2,000, Millipore, AB2253), rabbit anti-Ki67 (1:500, Leica 6019624). The following fluorophore-labeled secondary antibodies and streptavidin were used: goat anti-chicken Alexa488 (1:500, Invitrogen, A11039),
goat anti-rabbit Alexa546 (1:500, Invitrogen, A11010), goat anti-mouse IgG Alexa647 (1:500, Invitrogen, A31571), goat antirat IgG Alexa647 (1:500, Invitrogen A21247), and goat biotinylated anti-guinea pig (1:200, Vector laboratories, BA-7000) secondary antibodies and streptavidin-Alexa405 (1:1,000, Invitrogen, S32351). Sections were blocked and permeabilized
with 10% (normal goat serum (NGS, vol/vol, Biozol, S-1000) and 0.5% Triton X-100 (vol/vol) while being incubated with the primary antibodies, over two nights, and biotinylated and the secondary antibodies were incubated over one night to optimize
staining.
Images were acquired using Zeiss Axioplan and confocal laser scanning microscope (Olympus FV1000). Confocal images were
analyzed using Fiji (ImageJ 1.47c).
1.2 Identification of distinct cell types and definition of clones
As previously reported in (Calzolari et al., 2015), sparse NSC labeling allowed defining any group of NSC-derived cells (TAPs, NBs,
neurons) sharing Confetti reporter expression in a given hemisphere as a clone.
Cell types in clones were defined on the basis of their antigen expression profile (see Figure 1B). GFAP and DCX were employed to identify astrocytes/NSCs and neuroblasts, respectively. TAPs were recognized as clustered GFAP-, DCX- cells found
in the SEZ.
The positions of OB neurons was quantified with Axiovision (Zeiss), on low-magnification snapshots allowing exact neuronal soma
position to be measured. Centro-peripheral neuronal position is expressed as the fractional distance along the shortest segment
spanning the granule cell layer from the core of the OB.
1.3 Longitudinal population-level data extraction from published sources
Total NSC numbers per hemisphere were obtained from (Calzolari et al., 2015; Shook et al., 2012). Halvened (i.e., per hemisphere)
abundances of Lexbright and Lex+/EGFR+ NSCs as reported in (Calzolari et al., 2015) were used as a reference for quiescent and
active NSC numbers, under the assumption that the bulk of NSCs (as consistently quantified in (Shook et al., 2012) and (Shook
et al., 2012) at P60 at approximately 6 ,103 NSCs per lateral wall) goes unstained under the labeling scheme employed by the
authors.
2. Computational methods
The goal of our computational analysis is to infer parameters describing the molecular mechanisms of adult neurogenesis from experimental data, which is available from young and aged adult mice (see Table S1). In particular, we are interested in the division strategies of proliferating cell states (aS, TAP, NB I) and want to identify changes during aging.
The experimentally observed progeny resulting from a single labeled NSC exhibits a noticable heterogeneity in clone size
and clonal composition (see Figure 1A). This suggests that the underlying process is stochastic and cannot be described
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fully with a deterministic model. As it has been shown that tissue homeostasis on the cellular level can be accurately described
by stochastic models (Gardiner, 2010; Klein and Simons, 2011), we model the process of adult neurogenesis as a Markov
process.
Our computational approach is as follows: We describe adult neurogenesis with a reaction system and model the underlying dynamics as a Markov jump process (Fröhlich et al., 2016; Resat et al., 2009) using the Chemical Master Equation (CME) (Gardiner,
2010; Gillespie, 1992). As solving the CME is due to its infinite dimension in general not possible (Resat et al., 2009), we used the
link between CME and moment equations (Sotiropoulos and Kaznessis, 2011) and solved the first and second order moment equations (Fröhlich et al., 2016; Resat et al., 2009) instead. The first and second order moments were then used to fit models to the
observed data.
We considered four different division strategies for the three proliferating cell states respectively and thereby fitted 43 = 64
different models (see Figure 2A). Based on the Bayesian Information Criterion (Bhat and Kumar, 2010) we compared and ranked
the 64 models for both datasets (young and aged) separately (see Figure 2D). We applied model averaging (Link and Barker, 2006)
to obtain weighted mean and variance of estimated parameters in young and aged mice. For each model and its corresponding
optimal parameters as well as for the average models we were then able to simulate the first and second order moments, but also
single clones.
2.1. Model approach
Every cell state is modeled as a compartment (see Figure 2A). According to the transitions between the compartments, we derived all
occurring reactions and the respective CME. In the following section, we explain the derivation of the solution of the first and second
order moment equations from the CME.
Cell states and model parameters
Let x = (dS,qS,aS,T,B1,B2,B3,N)t denote the vector of cell state variables (dormant, quiescent, active neural stem cells, transit-amplifying progenitors, neuroblasts type I, neuroblasts type II, neuroblast type III, and neurons) and
1
ract 1
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C
B
B rinact C
C
B
B rdiv C
C
B
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B
@ pdS0 A
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(1)

the vector of model parameters, consisting of activation and inactivation rates (ract1,ract2,rinact), the division rate (rdiv), the neuroblast
migration (rmig) rate, as well as probabilities of self-renewal (pS / SS, pT / TT, pB1 / B1B1), of differentiation (pS / TT, pT / BB, pB1 /
B2B2), of a TAP differentiating to neuroblast type I (pB1), of a neuroblast type III to become a neuron pN and of getting initially labeled
(pdS0,pqs0). Note that the remaining probabilities are not part of the parameter vector, but instead defined as complementary
probabilities,
pS/ST = 1  pS/SS = pS/TT ;
pT/TB = 1  pT/TT  pT/BB ;
pB1 /B1 B2 = 1  pB1 /B1 B1  pB1 /B2 B2 ;
paS0 = 1  pdS0  pqS0 and
pB2 = 1  pB1 ;
pB3 = 1  pN ;

(2)

where pB2 is the probability of a TAP to differentiate to a neuroblast type II and pB3 the probability of a neuroblast type III to die.
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Reactions
The reactions of a particular model depend on the division mode of the proliferating cell states (see Figure 2B). For the
most general model, all proliferating cell states divide according to the unconstrained (U) division strategy, the nr = 17
reactions are:
ract1
R1 : dS / qS
ract2
R2 : qS / aS
rinact2
R3 : aS / qS
rdiv,pS/SS
R4 : aS / 2aS
rdiv,pS/TT
R5 : aS / 2T
rdiv ,ð1  pS/SS  pS/TT Þ
R6 : aS!T + aS
rdiv ,pT/TT
R7 : T!2T
rdiv ,pT/BB ,p2B1
R8 : T!2B1

2
rdiv ,pT/BB , 1  pB1
R9 : T!2B2
rdiv ,pT/BB ,2,pB1 ð1  pB1 Þ
R10 : T!B1 + B2
rdiv ,ð1  pT/TT  pT/BB Þ,pB1
R11 : T
 !B1 + T
rdiv ,ð1  pT/TT  pT/BB Þ, 1  pB1
R12 : T!B2 + T
rdiv ,pB1 /B1 B1
R13 : B1 !2B1
rdiv ,pB1 /B2 B2
R14 : B1 !
2B2


rdiv , 1  pB1 /B1 B1  pB1 /B2 B2
R15 : B1 !B1 + B2
rmig
R16 : B2 / B3
1000pN
R17 : B3 / N
1000pB3
R18 : B3 / B

(3)

Chemical Master Equation (CME)
Let P(xjt) be the probability to be in a certain state x, that is to observe a certain number of cells in states dS, qS, aS, T, B1, B2, B3 and
N, at time t. The CME describes the change of P over time.
For the reactions of the most general model (Equation 3), the CME can be written as
r = 18


dPðxjtÞ nX
=
aðr Þ ðx--n,;r ÞP x--nð,;r Þ jt --aðr Þ ðxÞPðxjtÞ;
dt
r=1

(4)

where n(.,j) indicates the rth column of the stoichiometric matrix
2 R1
dS 1
qS 6
61
aS 6
60
T 6
60
n=
B1 6
60
B2 6
60
B3 4 0
N
0

R2
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

R3
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

R4
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

R5
0
0
1
2
0
0
0
0

R6
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

R7
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

and a(r) the rth entry of the propensity vector
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R8
0
0
0
1
2
0
0
0

R9
0
0
0
1
0
2
0
0

R10
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0

R11
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

R12
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

R13
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

R14
0
0
0
0
1
2
0
0

R15
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

R16
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0

R17
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
+1

R18
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

3
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5

(5)

3
ract1 ,½dS
7
6
ract2 ,½qS
7
6
7
6
,
½
aS

r
inact
7
6
7
6
rdiv ,pS/SS ,½aS
7
6
7
6
,p
,
½
aS

r
div
S/TT
7
6
7
6
rdiv ,ð1  pS/SS  pS/TT Þ,½aS
7
6
7
6
,p
,
½
T

r
div
T/TT
7
6
2
7
6
rdiv ,pT/BB ,pB1 ,½T 
7
6

2
7
6
7
6
,p
,
1

p
,
½
T

r
div
T/BB
B
 1 
aðxÞ = 6
7
7
6
,p
,2,p
1

p
,
½
T

r
div
T/BB
B
B
1
1
7
6
7
6
,
ð
1

p

p
Þp
,
½
T

r
div
T/TT
T/BB
B
1


7
6
6 rdiv ,ð1  pT/TT  pT/BB Þ, 1  pB1 ,½T  7
7
6
7
6
rdiv ,pB1 /B1 B1 ,½B1 
7
6
7
6
,p
,
½
B

r
div
B
/B
B
1
1
2
2


7
6
6 rdiv , 1  pB1 /B1 B1  pB1 /B2 B2 ,½B1  7
7
6
7
6
rmig ,½B2 
7
6
5
4
1000pN ,½B3 
1000pB3 ,½B3 
2

(6)

Whenever a reaction Rj (for instance R2: activation of qS) occurs, the system jumps from a particular state x, (x = ([dS] = 0, [qS] = 1,
[aS] = 0, [T] = 0, [NB1] = 0, [NB1] = 0, [N] = 0)) to state x+n.,j (in this case to state ([dS] = 0, [qS] = 0, [aS] = 1, [T] = 0, [NB1] = 0, [NB2] = 0,
[N] = 0)). The CME therefore describes the stochastic evolution of the state vector Xt.
Moment equations
As the solution of the CME is (analytically and numerically) often intractable (Resat et al., 2009), we calculated the first and second
order moment equations instead (Equation 8). This is done by using a definition of mean mi, variance and covariance Ci, of cell state
abundances based on the solution of the CME (Engblom, 2006).
X
xi PðxjtÞ
xi
X

T
Ci;j ðtÞ : = Cov½Xi ðtÞ; Xj ðtÞ =
ðxi  mi ðtÞÞ xj  mj ðtÞ PðxjtÞ;

mi ðtÞ : = E ½Xi ðtÞ =

(7)

xi ;xj

with i,j = 1,2,...,7 denoting the cell state index.
We calculated the derivatives to get the evolution equations for the first and second order moment equations:
nr
dmi ðtÞ X
1 X v2 aðr Þ ðmðtÞ; qÞ
=
nði;r Þ aðr Þ ðmðtÞ; qÞ +
Cl1 ;l2 ðtÞ
dt
2 l ;l
vxl1 vxl2
r =1

!

1 2

dCi;j ðtÞ
=
dt
+

nr
X
r =1

nr
X
r=1

nði;r Þ nð j;r Þ

X vaðr Þ ðmðtÞ; qÞ
X vaðr Þ ðmðtÞ; qÞ
nði;r Þ
Cl1;j + nð j;r Þ
Ci;l2
vxl
vxl
l1
l2
!
1 X v2 aðr Þ ðmðtÞ; qÞ
aðr Þ ðmðtÞ; qÞ +
Cl1 ;l2 ðtÞ :
2 l ;l
vxl1 vxl2

!
(8)

1 2

For any parameter q, the first and second order moments can be generated by solving the first and second order moment equations (Equation 8). Note that as the reaction propensities are linear in cell states, the moments are closed and application of moment
closure is not required.
To solve the ODE system, initial conditions have to be specified according to the experimental setting. In previous work (Calzolari et al., 2015), the probability to label more than one stem cell was calculated to be 0.0024, 0.0115, 0.0696 and 0.2227 at
times t = 3, 7, 21 and 56 days post labeling for a Tamoxifen dose of 10 mg=g. Accordingly, we assumed for our models that exactly
one neural stem cell is labeled at t0 = 0, which can be dormant, quiescent or active according to probabilities pdS0, pqS0 and paS0 =
1 - pdS0 - pqS0. Considering the labeling of a certain NSC state as binomially distributed, we derived the initial first and second
order moments
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m1 ð0Þ = pdS0
m2 ð0Þ = pqS0
m3 ð0Þ = 1  pdS0  pqS0
mk ð0Þ = 0; k = 4; .; 8
C1;1 ð0Þ = pdS0 ð1  pdS0 Þ
C2;2 ð0Þ = pqS0 ð1  pqS0 Þ
C3;3 ð0Þ = ð1  pdS0  pqS0 ÞðpdS0 + pqS0 Þ
Ck;k ð0Þ = 0; k = 4; .; 8
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃpﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C1;2 ð0Þ = C2;1 ð0Þ =  pdS0 ,pqS0 pqS0 ,pdS0 =  pqS0 ,pdS0
C1;3 ð0Þ = C3;1 ð0Þ =  pdS0 ,ð1  pqS0  pdS0 Þ
C2;3 ð0Þ = C3;2 ð0Þ =  pqS0 ,ð1  pqS0  pdS0 Þ
k = 4; .; 8:
Ck;1 ð0Þ = 0;

(9)

2.2 Parameter estimation
Our models contain between 7 and 13 unknown parameters. These parameters are estimated by minimizing the discrepancy
between observed and modeled first and second order moments.
Model definition
Let on the one hand MðqÞ be a particular model consisting of dynamics x_ = fðx; qÞ and model observations yM = hðx; qÞ:
8


dmi ðtÞ dCi;j ðtÞ
>
>
< x_ = f ðx; qÞ =
;
;
dt
dt
i;j = 1;.;3
M ðqÞ :
>
>
: yM = hð x; qÞ = m ðtÞ; Ck;l ðtÞ
k
k;l = 1;.;3

9
>
=
x0 ðqÞ = x0 >
>
>
;

(10)

n

and let on the other hand D = ftk ; yjD ðtk Þgk t= 1 be the data we want to fit. Here yjD ðtk Þ denotes the observed moments at time tk which
were directly calculated from clonal observations (see Figure 1A, Table S1). We assumed the observed moments yjD ðtk Þ are subject
to additive normally distributed measurement noise (Raue et al., 2013)
yjD ðtk Þ = yjM ðtk ; qÞ + ε; with εeN 0; s2j;k
due to false cell type assignment or counting errors in the clonal data (see Table S1). The variation in experimentally observed
moments ðs2j;k Þ was estimated via 1000 bootstraps from the clonal data (see Table S1).
Maximum likelihood estimation
In order to assess how well a particular model fits the experimental data for a certain parameter q, the log-likelihood [D(q) is calculated
according to the assumed additive normally distributed measurement noise:
0
ny
nt X
yD ðt Þ  yjM ðtk ; qÞ
1X
B j k
log 2ps2j;k + @
l D ðqÞ = 
2 k=1 j=1
s2j;k

2

1
C
A;

(11)

in which nt is the number of time points and ny = 9 is the number of considered moment equations.
To estimate the unknown parameter vector q, the optimization problem
qML = argmax l D ðqÞ;
q
subject to M
Aq%b

(12)

is solved using multi-start local optimization with interior point algorithm (Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2016). The starting values
s and Vorechovský, 2016).
(qstart)i = 1,...,200 (initial parameter vectors) are determined according to latin hypercube sampling (Eliá
A˛Rpxn and b˛Rp define the inequality constraints for q, which are introduced in the next paragraph.
The resulting optimal parameter is observed at the highest [D value. To ensure that the optimization procedure converged, we
checked if this best log-likelihood value is observed several times for different starting values. We observed a plateau of the highest
log-likelihood value, indicating the implemented optimization procedure converged.
Assumptions, boundaries and inequality constraints for parameters
To define the optimization problem properly, we need to define biologically meaningful parameter boundaries (see Table S2).
We based these on findings of Ponti et al. (2013) for the cell division rate rdiv and Petreanu and Alvarez-Buylla (2002) for the
migration rate rBN. According to the analysis of Ponti et al. (2013) which showed that only 55% of neuroblasts divide, we introduced
another neuroblast state and assumed the probability for a TAP to differentiate into the proliferating neuroblast state NB I to be
pB1 = 0.55. Platel et al. (2010) experimentally determined the percentage of neuroblasts differentiating to neurons to be 78% in
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the subependymal zone of P20-P30 mice. We therefore estimate this percentage for the three months- (young) and one year-old
(aged) mice by assuming a range of [65,85]% in our model. Moreover, we fitted a stem cell compartment ODE model to cell counts
of (Shook et al., 2012) and (Daynac et al., 2016) (see Figure S2A).
This analysis led to two model constraints:
(i) the dS activation rate was fixed to ract1 = 0.000171,
(ii) the difference between qS activation and aS inactivation rates was constrained to 0:3%rinact  ract2 %0:4.
Another inequality constraint was introduced for division strategy U, in which the sum of probabilities for symmetric self-renewal
and symmetric differentiation must be lower or equal to 1. The same holds for the sum of probabilities to initially label a dormant stem
cell and to initially label a quiescent stem cell.
2.3. Model selection and averaging
Parameter estimation was performed individually for all 43 = 64 models. These models result from all possible combinations of the
four division modes for each of the three proliferating cell states (aS, T, B1, see Figures 2A–2C). We compared and ranked the 64
different models based on their Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) value. The BIC is defined as
 

(13)
+ nq;k ; logðnobs Þ;
BICk : =  2 log P D qML
k
where nq,k describes the number of parameters of model k and nobs the number of observations used for model fitting (Bhat and Kumar, 2010). Since we could not identify a single best performing model, we applied model averaging (Link and Barker, 2006; Posada
and Buckley, 2004). Assuming identical prior probabilities for all models, we approximated the posterior model probability with:


exp 12 BICk
 1
 = : wBIC
PðM k jDÞzP
(14)
k
j exp 2 BICj
The BIC weights ðwBIC
k Þ were then used to calculate the weighted mean of parameters:
qML
w =

64
X

BIC
qML
w ,qw ;

(15)

k=1

and the standard error of the weighted mean of parameters (Cochran, 2007; Gatz and Smith, 1995) (see Figures 2G, 2H, and S2C–
S2E):
SE qML =
w

ð64  1Þ

--2,qML
w

64
X

64
X64

64
X

k =1

wBIC
k

BIC
wBIC
k --w

2
BIC
qML
 wBIC ,qML
w ,wk
w

k1

BIC
BIC
qML
,qML
w ,wk --w
w

k1

+ qML
w

64
2X

(16)

!
wBIC
 wBIC
k

2

:

k1

Resulting division probabilities and BIC values can be found in Table S3.
2.4. Robustness Test
In order to test the robustness of the estimated weighted mean parameter differences between the two groups (young and aged), we
repeated the analysis using only the measurements observed at days 21 and 56 for parameter estimation. Resulting probabilities for
division strategies can be seen in Figures S2D and S2E.
2.5. Evaluation
As stated in section 2.2, we used recently published data (Shook et al., 2012) to constrain the inactivation and activation rates in our
model (see Table S2). From the same analysis, cell counts of subsequent cell-states are available, which we did not include in the
parameter estimation. To evaluate if our model is able to describe the cell count dynamics per cell state at the population level,
we calculated the first order moment (mean) for each cell state. We set the initial values of our model to the earliest observed measurements and assessed if the model behavior over time agrees with the experimental observations made by Daynac et al. (2016)
(Figure 3A).
We performed this analysis based on the average young model (age-independent model) and on an age-dependent model, in
which the parameters change with age from the weighted mean parameter in group young ðqML
w;y Þ to the weighted mean parameter
in group aged ðqML
w;a Þ. We modeled this change in parameters with Hill functions (Figure S3).
The Hill function is defined as
Hða; s; n; ymin ; ymax Þ : =

ymax  ymin
+ ymin ;
ðasÞn + 1

(17)
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where a denotes the age of mice, n is the Hill coefficient, 1=s is the age at which the saddle point of the Hill function is observed and
ymin, ymax describe the minimum and maximum values of the Hill function.
We set ymin and ymax to

ML
ymin  min qML
;
q
w;y
w;a

ML
ymax = max qML
w;y ; qw;a
and optimized for s and n, assuming the boundaries

and



1
1
s˛
;
taged tyoung

8
<
;
n˛ ½1; 10
:
½10; 1;

ML

ML

if q w;y %q w;a
otherwise:

2.6. Stochastic simulation
We simulated single realizations from the model using the Stochastic Simulation Algorithm (SSA) (Gillespie, 2001) (see Figure 3B). In
addition, we simulated individual trees (see Figure 4A), which were used to calculate the percentage of neuron-only clones (see Figure 3D) and genealogical metrics (see Figure 4B). For the simulation of trees, we assumed exponentially distributed (in)activation
times and Erlang distributed division and migration times (Figure S4). Resulting mean and median of genealogical metrics are shown
in Table S4 for both groups.
In addition, we performed the genealogical metrics estimation assuming exponentially distributed rates. This led to very similar
results and all metrics showed the same qualitative behavior.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Information regarding the statistical analyses performed on clonal data are indicated in each figure legend. Sample size estimation
was not performed. Within each litter, littermates where, whenever present in sufficient numbers, randomly assigned to distinct postlabeling cohorts (21 or 56 days), in balanced numbers.
Computational analyses were performed with MATLAB using the toolboxes PESTO (Stapor et al., 2018) for parameter estimation,
CERENA (Kazeroonian et al., 2016) for calculating and solving the first and second order moment equations, and AMICI (Fröhlich
et al., 2017) for defining and solving the ODE stem cell compartment model.
Error bars in Figures 1C–1E, S1D, and S1E represent the standard error of the mean values, as calculated across all relevant entities, i.e., the numbers of cells or groups of cells relevant to the various metrics being reported, across all animals for a given experimental group.
The data in Figure 3A show the mean and the standard error of the mean at various time points and were extracted from (Daynac
et al., 2016). The error band in Figure 3C as well as the error bars in Figure 3D describe the standard deviation and were estimated for
each time point/ group based on model simulations. The calculation of the standard error of the weighted mean (shown in Figures 2G,
2H, and S2C–S2E) is explained in detail in 2.3 (Equation 16).
DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY
The experimental data are listed and available in the excel sheets ClonalCompositionData_young.xlsx and ClonalCompositionData_
aged.xlsx.
The data (cell counts at 4 different time points for young and aged mice) resulting from the clonal confetti reporter experiment which
were used for the computational analysis can be found in Table S1.
The MATLAB code used for the computational analysis is available at https://github.com/QSCD/NeurogenesisAnalysis. It includes
the code for the stem cell compartment pre-analysis (folder: ODE_StemCellCompartments), toolboxes used for the analysis (folder:
Tools) and a main folder for the neurogenesis modeling (folder: NeurogenesisModel). This folder contains a subfolder for model specification, model selection and parameter estimation (subfolder: Modelselection), model validation (subfolder: Evaluation) and SSA
and tree simulations (subfolder: Simulation).
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